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A New Age of 
Service Delivery

Deliver amazing citizen experiences and 
drive service productivity

Ines Vlahović

CRM Sales Lead (regions Adriatics, Balkans)
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The age of the citizen
Started by the explosion of social and mobile technology

>1.7 billion
social users

>400 million
tweets per day about product, services, 

and brands

150
average number of times a person 

checks their phone each day

>6.8 billion
on mobile

Microsoft



The way citizens expect to receive service from their 
government has changed 

“”

50%
of citizen interactions 

with government will 

take place via 

smartphone or tablet 

by 2015

-Gartner Microsoft



Rising citizens expectations increasingly puts 

pressure on improving service levels

Many federal grants and funding are tied to 

customer service metrics and citizen satisfaction

Lack of strong services, may cause citizens to 

relocated, hurting overall tax base.

Demonstrate cost saving and efficiency 

through lean government initiatives 

Factors impacting Government progress

Citizen

Effortless
Cross-channel

Proactive 
Personal

Government

Service agility
Channel mix
Cost to serve
Satisfaction
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Campaign management & marketing automation
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Government □ Legal case management □ Case management □ Call center □ Request 

and case management □ Taxpayer management □ Offender management □ Unemployment 

management □ Retirement management □ Citizen Services (Portal, Requests Tracking and 

management) □ Call Center □ Constituent Management □ Contact Management □ Personnel 

Management □ Contract Management □ Investigative Case Management □ Victim Notification 

Tracking □ Traffic Tickets Management □ Licenses, Permits & Certification Management □

Recruiting Management □ Health & Human Services Case Management □ Grants Management 

□ Disaster Management □ Internal Task Management □ Facilities Management □ Asset Tracking

□ Event Management □ Farmer Management □ Awards and Decorations □ Distinguished Visitor 

Tracking □ Correspondence Management □ Field inspection □ Community communication 

management □□Education □ Student management □ Donor management □ Alumni 

management □ Faculty recruitment and retention □ Researchers management □ Parents 

management □ Faculty management □ Student management □ Government officials □□

Defense □ Task management □ Workforce management □ Mission planning □

Investigations □ Requirements management  □ Vendor tracking □□Healthcare □

Holistic Patient Management □ Forensic services management □ Case coordination

CRM=Customer Relationship Management 
Relationship Management in Public Sector Organizations



The way governments deliver service needs to change

EU e-government usage increased to 

46% of citizens in 2013… yet there is a 

risk… 28% will drop out after their first 

experience! Citizen satisfaction lags 

behind the private sector.

- United Nations

50%
of legacy government 

case management 

applications will be 

replaced by off-the-

self solutions by 2016

-Gartner
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Lack productivity 

capabilities

Not designed for a  

social/mobile world

Originally created for 

reporting purposes

A modern experience will help deliver service effectively 
Outdated technology can’t help you today

Outcome-driven user 

experience promotes 

adoption

Embedded business and 

social data power insights

Collaborative whenever and 
wherever you are 

Microsoft



Increase the ease and quality of citizen interactions 

Citizens expect to be able to use multiple 

channels to communicate with 

government, including social media, web 

applications, and SMS messaging.

Governments are seeing increased citizen 

demands around providing a higher level 

of customer service and increased levels 

of transparency

67%
Of 18 to 24 year olds 

engaged in some sort 

of social network-

related political activity 
-Civic Engagement in the 

Digital Age
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Improve Transparency

Display organizational wide 

views and self-help options 

for citizens

Consolidate and organize 

information while providing 

effective tracking and search 

tools.

Give citizens access to help you engage easily

with Parature – requires Enterprise User

Microsoft



Provide citizens access. Wherever. Whenever.
Through multiple channels, including social media and mobile applications

Use mobile applications, self-

help webpages, telephone 

and in person contact

Use social media including 

Facebook and Twitter

Allow citizens to “Use their 

services”, their way

Microsoft



Deliver one view of the truth

Comprehensive workflow is 

created for the case worker 

to move the issue effectively 

toward resolution

No matter the channel of 

communication, a case is 

generated and information 

provided to the citizen

To enable quick resolution, often on first contact

Microsoft



Adapt to change
Meet changing user or legislative requirements

Flexible and feature rich 

platform to build upon and 

configure as needed

Integrate and consolidate 

existing infrastructure, 

programs and databases

Edit Business 
Processes to 
meet your 
required 
changes Change what 

fields are 
included in 

process

Determine 
which fields 
require an 

entry

Change the 
stages

Microsoft



Increase Productivity
With a comfortable, familiar user experience

Simplify the relationship with 

citizens, eliminate multiple

Facilitating data access, 

analysis and reporting

Move higher volume, less 

complicated issues to a 

consolidated call center and 

the web 

Microsoft



Streamline compliance and auditing needs
Work across devices, from almost any location

Access dashboards, BI 

Reports and other tools that 

ensure visibility into issues 

and problems to improve

Provide access to a full audit 

trail, ensuring compliance; 

access a full regulatory 

framework

Microsoft





City of Barcelona is reimagining city management

Objectives
• Promote economic growth by 

encouraging data sharing 

between city government and 

the private sector

• Standardize digital formats 

and streamline data analysis

Benefits
• Built a hybrid big data 

solution using Windows 
Azure, Windows Server, SQL 
Server and Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM

• Improved citizen services

• Integrated with other city 
systems

Insights

Results
• A more open, accountable, and efficient 

government

• A more personalized relationship with citizens

• Improved experiences for visitors

“This is a very important initiative enabling Barcelona to consolidate its position as a city of culture, 

knowledge, creativity, innovation, and quality of life.”

— Xavier Trias, Mayor of Barcelona



to address domestic violence

“The solution stands out due to its great adaption, the usability, an easy and agile parameterization, the 

integration with other Microsoft Office products and its scalability towards mobility products.”

– Andreu Martínez, General Director of Security Administration,  Generalitat of Catalonia

Objectives
The Department of Interior of the 

Generalitat of Catalonia was convinced 

that the administration should give a 

more effective answer to domestic 

violence. The goal: reduce the number 

of victims, guarantee their safety, and 

improve care.

Strategy
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

provides a solution for 

record management of 

victims and aggressors, 

and maintains a list of 

social entities that can 

help the victim.

Results
Benefits include increased 

productivity, cost savings, better 

management of public resources, 

enhanced public image, and, 

most importantly, improved care 

and services for victims. 



Deployment options

Tablet Desktop Phone

Cloud On-Premises



Why customers choose Microsoft

Work like a network
Analytics for 
everyone 

User 
experiences 
that drive 
desired 
outcomes

Secure, 
enterprise 
grade cloud

World-class 
productivity 
& 
collaboration

Unmatched 
value

Be productive wherever 
you are

Service effectively

Microsoft






